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For followers of fashion and trends, Intimissimi is the place to be! You’ll be amazed by our vast collection of women’s clothing,
with everything from underwear to knitwear. We carry all the best trendy and timeless basics that cater to all women and
tastes!

 

 

 

BEAUTIFUL BRAS

If you need security, support, and style in your bras, then look no further! Intimissimi offers a wide range of bras in all shapes
and sizes to fit you and your body. Check out our collection to find the most flattering bra from a selection of triangle,
balconette, and strapless bras. To give the illusion of a fuller figure, try our push-up bras - a woman’s best tool to enhance her
assets.

SOFT AND STYLISH UNDERWEAR

Intimissimi’s panties are perfect for all bodies and occasions! Amongst the wide selection of colors, materials, and cuts, you’re
sure to find what you need. Our women’s underwear is made from the finest fabrics such as cotton and silk to guarantee long-
lasting comfort. Browse the variety of styles, from thongs for minimal coverage to fuller briefs like boyshorts.

WEAR INTIMISSIMI'S WOMEN'S INTIMATES & CLOTHING ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

Intimissimi women’s collection not only includes underwear but also outerwear, sleepwear, and homewear. With fashionable
cuts and styles, our women's intimates and clothing is designed with the modern woman in mind. Our tops, bodysuits, and
pants provide chic yet comfortable clothing to carry you through your day. To start your night right, slip into a pair of
Intimissimi’s women's pajamas for a great look and a relaxing sleep.

LACY LINGERIE

Our slips come in varying lengths from mini to maxi, to suit all preferences. A slip can either be worn on its own or under a
dress to help prevent friction. Made from quality fabrics such as silk and satin, our lingerie oozes elegance. To embrace your
femininity, browse our sensual collection of women's intimates, including garters, suspenders, and bodysuits.

For more details, please visit https://www.bleu7.com/detail/intimissimi-new-york-122
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